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Design of a laminated-steel magnetic core for use in a HT-SMES
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Abstract

Since mid-1990s there was an impressive progress in manufacturing high-temperature superconducting (HTS) wires. However neither their
prices nor properties still do not allow manufacturing efficient superconducting magnetic energy storage devices (SMES’s). One of the ways
to increase the stored energy of the coil and reduce the cost of SMES lies in the use of a magnetic core. We found that the so-called pot-core
configuration simultaneously minimizes a volume of the core and magnetic field on the winding. Two laboratory models of an SMES’s with a
ferromagnetic core were constructed and tested. We also developed a method for analytical calculation of the optimal air gap of magnetic core
necessary for maximizing stored energy, where we used power approximation of theB–H curve of the ferromagnetic material. This method
is valid for the calculation of the dependence of the stored energy on the value of air gap of the core. One of these models was used as an
example of stored energy calculations. The experimental stored energy values are close to the calculated values.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

SMES is one of the most attractive power applications
f superconductors that already exists in the market. Those
MES’s are used for improving the power quality and sta-
ilizing the grid [1]. The major elements of these SMES’s
re Nb–Ti coils immersed in liquid helium bath. But HT-
MES’s presently pass through the first stage of research and
evelopment[2–7]. This process already encountered sev-
ral difficulties related to their electromagnetic and thermal
roperties. Traditional cryogenic design of HT-SMES’s lies

n cooling down the HTS coil to 20–30 K by cryocooler. How-
ver charge and discharge of the coil generates heat evolution
hat leads to thermal instability of the system[2,3]. We over-
ome this difficulty by immersing the HTS coil into liquid
itrogen bath in temperature interval 64–77 K[4,5]. But this
omparatively high temperature leads to reduction of criti-
al current with simultaneous decrease of maximal magnetic
ux density in the coil which, in turn, brings decrease of the
tored energy.

Refs.[8,9] considered an idea to increase stored energ
introducing a magnetic core into SMES. The magnetic
not only increases the maximal flux density but also, b
properly designed, decreases magnetic field on the win
Hence in design of the magnetic core for SMES one h
achieve two main goals: (1) a choice of the optimal air
length which maximizes stored energy for given chara
istics (size and number of Ampere-turns) of the coil and
minimization (at a given gap length) magnetic field on
winding varying the core’s form. The analytical method
optimization of the core parameters is preferable becau
permits to find a best combination of the core and coil pa
eters. In the present work we describe an analytical me
for calculating the stored energy of the superconducting
surrounded by iron core. The known analytical method
optimization an air-gapped core are concentrated on el
cal performances of reactor not including a maximal st
energy[10]. Our method allows calculating the stored ene
of SMES including an HTS coil with an iron core for given
rameters of the coil: the inner diameter and the Ampere-
number. Our SMES model was used as an example of s
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +972 3 531 8607; fax: +972 3 535 3298.
E-mail address:freidma@mail.biu.ac.il (A. Friedman).

energy calculations. The stored energy values obtained in
experiments coincide with the calculated values. We discuss
also the feasibility of 1 MJ class SMES including iron core.
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2. Calculation of the energy stored in a coil with iron
core

Among many forms of a core we choose ‘pot-core’ con-
figuration (Fig. 1) because it has an axis of symmetry shared
by the coil and, presumably, provides the minimal volume of
the coreVst = lstA (wherelst is an average length of the core
andA is an area of its cross-section). Moreover the traditional
U-shape and E-shape cores cannot reduce the magnetic field
on the winding because they do not embrace the entire coil.
The core consists of six sections with different directions of
the lamination that coincide with the main direction of the
magnetic field in each section.

To optimize design of the magnetic core we have to define
the optimal length of air gap. The main point of the used
method is clear fromFig. 2. Further we assume that magnetic
flux density has the same valueB (B = Bg = Bst) in the entire
magnetic circuit and also that the cross-section of the gap is
equal to the cross-section of the core. With this assumption the
energy density is constant over the volume of the core.Fig. 2
shows straight lines, which display Ampere’s law (takingHg
= B/µ0):

Hstlst +
Blg

µ0
= IN (1)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the method of the calculation of the optimal air gap
for maximizing the stored energy in the coil with magnetic core.

The stored energyWcan be represented in two ways: in terms
of the coil’s current or in terms of the magnetic field

W =
∫
V




B∫
0

H dB


 dV (4)

whereH andB are the local values of the magnetic field
strength and magnetic flux density, respectively. In the core,
H andB are related by theB–H curve of the core’s material.

We can substitute outer integration over the entire volume
in Eq. (4)by the sum of energies stored in the core and in the
gap each of them being multiplication of the energy density
on the volume

W = Wg + Wst = lgA

B∫
0

Hg dB + lstA

B∫
0

Hst dB (5)

SubstitutingEqs. (2) and (3)into Eq. (5)we find the stored
energy of the coilWwith core as the sum of energies in the
air gapWg and in the coreWst:

Wg = 1
2BHgAlg = 1

2A IN B − 1
2AlstαBn+1 (6)

W

B∫
α

T

W

E
c

or the different gap lengthslg, whereµ0= 4π × 10−7 H/m
s permeability of vacuum.

We approximate theB–H curve of the magnetic mater
y a power law:

st = αBn (2)

ubstitution ofEq. (2)into Eq. (1)gives the one-to-one co
espondence between the length of the gaplg andB for our
agnetic circuit

g = µ0

(
IN

B
− lstαBn−1

)
(3)

ig. 1. The magnetic core made of laminated steel in the form of “pot-c
ore consists of six sections. Hatchings show the lamination direction in
ection.
st = lstA

0

αBn dB =
n + 1

Bn+1Alst (7)

he total energy is then

= 1

2
A IN B − n − 1

2(n + 1)
AlstαBn+1 (8)

q. (8)definesW is a function of only one variable,B. We
an find an optimal value ofB from the condition dW/dB= 0

dW

dB
= 1

2
A IN − n − 1

2
AlstαBn = 0 (9)
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Solving this equation we define the optimal valueBopt as

Bopt =
[

IN

α(n − 1)lst

]1/n

(10)

Substituting this value intoEqs. (3) and (8)we calculate the
optimal air gap and the maximal stored energy:

lg(opt) = n − 2

n − 1

µ0 IN

Bopt
(11)

Wmax = n

2(n + 1)
IN(ABopt) (12)

3. Example of SMES

The major elements of our SMES’s are BSCCO coils pur-
chased from American Superconductor Corp. at 1995 and
1998. The parameters of the coils are given inTable 1. In
the first SMES[4] the magnetic core is made of 12 pairs
of C-cores and its cross-section fill only about 40% of the
possible area of the core. In the second SMES[5] the mag-
netic core has maximal possible cross-sectionA as shown in
Fig. 1. A clearance between the coil and the core is neces-
sary for reducing magnetic field on the winding (see below).
Both SMES devices were successfully tested in liquid nitro-
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Fig. 3. Dependencies of the stored energy in the gap, in the core, the total
stored energy and optimal magnetic flux density on the air gap length for
our SMES model.

imated by

Hst = 7.4B12 (13)

Now we substituteEq. (13)and the parameters of the coil
(Table 1) into Eqs. (3), (6)–(8)and plot graphs of stored en-
ergy in the gap, in the core, total stored energy andBversuslg
(Fig. 3). One can see that there is a fast increase of the stored
energy with introducing an air gap into the magnetic circuit.
The maximal stored energy of about 850 J is achieved atlg ∼=
0.9 cm.

Further increase of the gap causes a drop of the stored
energy. The small (∼10%) deviation from optimal value of
the gap has a negligible influence on the stored energy but
out of this interval there is a fast drop of the stored energy. It
is important to note that the optimal value of magnetic flux
density is about 1.6 T, i.e. far from saturation.

F es of
t -turns
f

en at temperatures of 77 K and 64 K. Results of these
re given in[4] and[5]. The stored energy values found

he tests are close to the calculated values.
Below we give an example of calculation optimal air

n the core of our second SMES model.
For the isotropic steel that have been used in our S

Stabolec, grade 250-30A) theB–Hst dependence is appro

able 1
arameters of two laboratory SMES models

arameters SMES-1 SMES-2

TS coil
Outside diameter (mm) 246 390
Inside diameter (mm) 194 370
Height (mm) 18 62
No. of double pancakes 3 8
No. of turns 240 256
Conductor length (m) 160 300
Inductance (H) 0.017 0.04
Operating voltage (V) 15 400
Operating temperature (K) 64 77 64 7
Critical current (A) 49 22.2 110 55
Peak power (kW) 0.73 0.33 44 22
Maximal stored energy (J) 20.4 4.2 240 6

erromagnetic core
Outside diameter (mm) 315 530
Height (mm) 100 250
Cross-section area (m2) 0.013 0.08
Mass (kg) 20 430
Length of air gap (mm) 8 4 10 19
oil with core
Maximal stored energy (J) 122 52 1500 7
Energy gain 6 12.4 6.2 12
Average inductance (H) 0.1 0.21 0.25 0
ig. 4. Dependencies of the maximal stored energy and optimal valu
he magnetic flux density and air gap length on the number of Ampere
or our SMES model.
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Fig. 5. Magnetic field lines in the coil with core shown inFig. 1(A) and in the slot around HTS coil (B). Distribution of the radial component of magnetic field
on the coil with (C) and without (D) magnetic core.

When the current of the coil increases as, for example, with
decreasing of the temperature, the gap has to be increased to
optimal value corresponding to the number of Ampere-turns.
Fig. 4shows the dependences of the optimal values ofB and
lg and maximal stored energy on the number of Ampere-
turns. We see almost linear increase of the stored energy and
the gap with increase of the number of Ampere-turns. Such
dependence is different from the coil without core, which
shows a square-law dependence of the stored energy on the
number of Ampere-turns. The experimental data (Table 1)
are close to calculated stored energy values. We received with
coil made of 600 m wire (doubled wire was used) the stored
energy that can be received without core with 5 km of HTS
wire [7].

4. Detailed design of the core

The form of the slot where HTS coil is placed has to be
optimized to minimize degradation of the critical current (IC)
of the coil caused by the magnetic field.IC of the BSCCO
tape depends on the flux density of the magnetic field and
on its direction. The field perpendicular to the broad side of
the tape (radial component of the fieldBr) causes maximal
degradation of theIC. We optimize the form of the slot by
minimizing only this component of the magnetic field on
t EA
s tic
fi the
m tion
o s-
s wn
i m
s ere
a face
r nces
b core
h ner
s sure
t

top and bottom surfaces. This way we succeeded to receive a
maximal value ofBr less than 50% ofBr on the coil without
core.

The dissipation fields around the gap strongly increase
with increasing the gap length. Our design permits to de-
crease the length of the main gap by introducing small gaps
between all six parts of the core with total gap length as
calculated. In the systems with big stored energy and pro-
portionally big gap the parts 1 and 6 of the core can be di-
vided on several parts with gaps between them. Another way
to decrease the gap is using powdered core with high sat-
urated flux density and low permeability. In this case one
can calculate the optimal air gap by the method ofSection 2
with using a suitableB–H curve approximation. Only length
of the parts with low permeability has to be taken into ac-
count neglecting the reluctance of the parts made of laminated
steel.

5. Enlargement of SMES with magnetic core

For a further increase of stored energy it is necessary to
increase the cross-section of the core.Fig. 6 shows stored

F energy
o gnetic
c

he winding. The calculations were carried out with F
oftware PC-OPERA.1 Fig. 5A and B shows the magne
eld lines in the magnetic core with gap. Most part of
agnetic flux is concentrated in the core. The distribu
f the radial componentBr of the magnetic flux in the cros
ection of the coil with magnetic core and without it is sho
n Fig. 5C. The maximal value ofBr is on the top and botto
urfaces of the coil without core. In the coil with core th
re two other zones of high radial field on the inner sur
elated to dissipation fields of the core’s gap. Small dista
etween the top and bottom surfaces of the coil and the
elp to decreaseBr in this zone. The distance between in
urface of the coil and core has to be optimized to en
he maximalBr on this surface equal to theBr value on the

1 Vector Fields Ltd., UK.
ig. 6. Dependencies of the stored energy and the gain in the stored
n the number of Ampere-turns at different cross-sections of the ma
ore.
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Fig. 7. Dependencies of the maximal stored energy and optimal values of
the magnetic flux density and air gap length on the number of Ampere-turns
for MJ-class SMES.

energy of the coils with and without cores with different
cross-sections: 1, 3, and 4 m2. For the last two cores the stored
energy of 1 MJ can be achieved at reasonable numbers of the
Ampere-turns of the coil.Fig. 6also shows a gain in the stored
energy. One can see that for the SMES with the stored energy
about 1 MJ the gain is of 5–8. The stored energy, optimal gap
and optimal magnetic flux density for the SMES with core
cross-section 3 m2 are shown inFig. 7. FromFigs. 6 and 7
we can find the necessary parameters of the coil and the mag-
netic core for designing, for example, SMES having the stored
energy of 1 MJ. In principle such SMES can be built using
the coil made of modern BSCCO wire. Indeed such core will
have a huge mass. An estimation the volume of the ‘pot-core’
gives usV= 3Ar, wherer is the radius of the cross-section of
the core. ForA = 3 m2 the volume and the mass of the core
are about 9 m3 and 70 t that is close to mass of a big grid
transformer. We can conclude that use of a magnetic core is
limited by comparatively low level of stored energy. Increase
of the current carrying capacity of the HTS wires will allow
reducing the diameter and the mass of the core.

6. Conclusion

Introducing a magnetic core into SMES is the effective
mean of increase its stored energy. Two laboratory scale
SMES’s were constructed with adjustable able air gap that
allows to maximize stored energy for every critical current
of the coil (depending on the temperature). The method for
analytical calculation of the optimal air gap of magnetic core
necessary for maximizing stored energy was developed. The
proper design of the core noticeably reduce magnetic field on
the winding.
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